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OOoNUOID SELECToR III INSTRUCTIoN MANUALOO
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l.Slide off the lid of @Battery Compartment.

2.Carefully set 2 pieces of AiqA alkaline batteries according to the illustration of polarity.
!!! Wrong polarity setting may damage the equipment !!!

3.Slide back the lid of @Battery Compartment.
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l.Slide OPower Switch to ON direction.

2.Check that a GREEN lamp on the left side of O Level Meter is flashing. lt is ready for
measuring when the flashing stops.

3,Take out @Cap slowly. @Probe
replace / remove the cap.
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l.Please adjust OLevel Meter depending on the size of the stone to be measured_ push

@Up Down Switch to adjust @Level Meter accordinglothe r,umeric of Carat indicated
under €)Level Meter. You do not have to set the Carat exactly but please remember
that, turn on ONE GREEN lamp for Diamond (more than 1.0 ct), TWO GREEN lamps

for Diamond (0.5 ct), ONE YELLOW lamp for sman stones like melee or taper.(pay
strict attention not lo touch @UP DOWN switch while testing.)

2.Be sure to touch OElectricity Conductive Panel on the backside with your finger when
you hold the equipment (without touching @Electricity Conductive panel, you cannot
measure correctly).

3.For measuring a loose stone, put a test stone on the @Loose Stone Holder and be sure
to touch the Holder with your bare hand. lf the stone is already mounted on a ring or
set, be sure to touch the metal part (frame) with your bare hand. Diamond Selector lll
has a function of metal contact proof for avoiding wrong measurement.

4.Put the tip of @Probe on the test stone vertically and softly. lf you forced to put it on

incorrectly, the tip may be bent or damaged.

S.When you measure a diamond test stone, the indication of OLevel Meter will be turned

on from GREEN > YELLOW > RED and finally @Speaker will beep several limes. lf the

stone is fake, @Level Meter reacts only slightly. When an alarm sounds, it indicates that
(a)Probe is touching a metal part. So, make sure that the tip of @Probe touches only

on the stone.

2.Each lamp of @Level Meter is turned on one by one:
This indicates that the equipment is in battery consumption save mode. push @Up Down
Switch to back to the normal mode.

3.Olevel Meter is not lurned on:

Batteries may be completely run out. Please replace the batteries.

n
may be broken down easily, so do not force to
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OOAOout Diamond Simu.lantsOO
With the development of scientific technology, many artificial stones with the same chemical constituents or completely new
synthetic stones that never exist in the natural world have been produced. There are artificial diamonds with the same chemical
components or the one with different constituents while thev look similar to the real diamond.

Now the most of the diamond simulants in the market are cubic
zirconia (they say that more than g0% of the diamond simulants). Also,

even inferior-looking glass ball are often sold in the market. l\ilany of
those conventional simulant stones including YAG, GGG, Rutile, and

Strontium Titanate were used to be sold in the market. Recently,
synthetic moissanite has been developed and is already in the market.

Moreover. there is a reDort that the Droduction of an artificial diamond

with the same chemical constituents has been successful.

Diamond Selector lll can measure the difference of heat
conductivity of individual stones and discriminate it through
one-touch operation. However, lhose stones with the heat
conductivity similar to the natural diamonds cannot be discriminated.

OOStones Difficult to be DiscriminatedOO
Corundum I Zircon: Since these stones have the heat conductivity
similar to the natural diamonds, the equipment may react in the same

manner as for the natural diamonds. However, it would be possible to

discriminate with adjusting the level meter according to the size of the

stone. Also, the reaction of level meter shows slower than the natural

diamonds. {
OOstones lmpossible to be DiscriminatedQQ

Moissanite: This cannot be discriminated because the heat conductivity is very similar to the natural diamonds
(lt can be discriminated by optional test: See detail described below).

Artificial Diamond: This cannot be discriminated because it has completely the same characteristics as the natural diamonds

v QHow to Discriminate Those Stones that cannot be Diicriminated by Diamond Selector lllQ()
Those stones that can hardly discriminated by Diamond Selector lll,
corundum (white sapphire), zircon, and moissanite are all double-
refracting. lf you observe them through a loupe or microscope, you can

see the cut surface doubly. Since the natural diamond is a single
refracting, you cannot see the cut surface doubly. When these hard-to-
be-discriminated stones are measured with Diamond selector lll, there
may be differences on the reaction or lighting of level meter comparing
to the natural diamond under the same conditions (such as the size /
configuration of the stone). When you doubt that it is not a natural
diamond or you need to discriminate more carefully, we strongly
recommend you to use a loupe or microscope.

OOPrecautions for UseOO
1. The result of discrimination may vary depending on the condition and environment of use. Please be sure to use the equipment aooording {o

this instruction manual.

2. When you accidentally drop, wet, or do not use for a long time, please check the function with a diamond and other stones before using.

3. You can use this equipment only for those stones suspicious whether diamond or not. Other usage may show totally different result.

Stone leat Conduclivib Refractivity

Quartz Double

Sphene Low Double

Corundom Middle Double

YAG Low

Zircon N4iddle Double

Cubic Zirconia Very Low

Lithium Tantalate

Lithium Niobate

Strontium Titanate Low Double

Diamond Very High

Moissanite High Double

Rutile Double

Diamond
Single-Refracting

Zircon / Moissanite
Double-Refracting

GUAMNTEE FOR DIAMOND SELECTOR III

TERMS
l fteguaanteisveldirr@ey€arfromhodateofpurcha*,and@w6anyfaultyoperatjm€used

by defud in ll€ ronufade of tE Diamond Seffir lll.
2 The guaEnb d6 nd apply to daroges €used by

A. miepeEtion, oFning the dusQmf body over of +€ unfr or r@nstuclion attempb;
B. €rc16 or improper pla€med, hnsporbtion or handling of the unit afrer tfle purchae:
C. fre, mrthqake or other nafuEl dissb6. rcltage changes in the ACarent, or ope€tion trd 6
difprent from thd desib€d ln 0r lnslMion l\4an61.

3. fte guaEne des nol apply, if guaEnte €rd is nol popedy filled od of @nnot be pdu@d.

j.Theguaranieeisnolvaiidunlesslhecardiscotrecilyiledout So.pleaseaskyolrdisribltorhootoi[here
2 Guarant€€ card wl nor re issled I tosr

DAY MONTH

Enlarged top view of the stone. The cut surface of
pavilion can be seen doubly

SPECIFICATION

Prcdud namer DEm6d Selectcr lll Dimensffii 85xgx14mm
[4dcet Ds3{409 Net reigfr &g (tnduding hretus)
Porerw:AAAdHrebaterypGR03) AWtHiVmyffi Si&lV,h6€Storel*idd

Produced by

oullL Cutti Corporation

Distributed by

l,L Arrn Minnqe Co., Lrd.
http://!W.alfamirage com

e-mail: info@alfamirage.com
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